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NORTHERN REGION 

2018 LEAGUE TENNIS RULES - MIXED AND TRI-LEVEL 
 

This document contains the Local Rules applicable to the Mixed Doubles (18 & Over and 40 & 
Over) and Tri-Level leagues for the 2018 Championship Year. These Leagues should also be guided by 
the regulations set forth in the 2018 USTA and Eastern Section League Regulations.  A separate 
document containing the rules applicable to Adult Leagues will be issued at a later date. Please be 
advised that National/Section rules take precedence over Local Rules should the documents appear to 
conflict.  Other Resources that may clarify practices or procedures include: ‘The Code: The Players Guide 
for Unofficiated Matches’, ‘Friend at Court’ and Questions and Answers (Interpretations) at 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/ustaassets/assets/1/15/q_a_-_interpretations_09252014.pdf 

Captains (or their designees) are responsible for ensuring that registered team players are 
provided with a current copy of the Local Rules and links to the National/Section regulations.  
  

I. PLAYER ELIGIBILITY 
In general, league players must comply with the following requirements to be eligible to play matches: 

 
A. Age  

Players must have reached the minimum age for each league type shown below,  on or before, 
December 31 of the USTA League Year:  

Division Age Group Minimum Age 

Tri-Level 18 & Over (4.5-4.0-3.5  
or  4.0-3.5-3.0) 

18 

Mixed 18 & Over 18 

 40 & Over 40 

Note that players turning 18 in 2018 cannot register before January 1, 2018. 
 

B. USTA Membership 
Must be an active member of the USTA through the National League Season end date for the 

league in which the player is participating. 
 

C. USTA TennisLink Fees/Dues 
Players must have registered for a team through TennisLink prior to playing a league match.   

 
D. Ratings 

1. Returning USTA League players: 
 
a. Must begin the season with a computer rating resulting from play in the past 3 seasons 

(or 2 years for players 60 and over).  Players must self-rate if their NTRP rating is older 
than 3 years (59 years and younger) or 2 years (60 and over).  These ratings could be 
Mixed Exclusive (M) or Tournament (T) ratings.  

b. MIXED Leagues (leagues that begin before 2017 year-end ratings are published) must 
use the 2016 year-end computer ratings or self-rate. Players who are subsequently 
found to have valid year-end computer ratings, after appeal, that place them above the 
NTRP rating at which they are competing may continue their participation at the lower 
NTRP level UNLESS their year-end rating reached the clearly above level mark.  If it did, 
they must adjust to that new NTRP level.  If it did not, they may continue at the lower but 
may not compete in post season local playoffs, regional, sectional or nationals at the 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/ustaassets/assets/1/15/q_a_-_interpretations_09252014.pdf
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lower rating unless the team combination level allows.  Prior team matches played are 
valid.  
Players who register for a team after final year-end ratings have been published must 
use their year-end rating.   

c. TRI-LEVEL Leagues (leagues that begin before 2017 year-end ratings are published) must 
use the 2016 year-end computer ratings or self-rate. Players who are subsequently found to 
have valid year-end computer ratings, after appeal, that place them above the NTRP rating 
at which they are competing may continue their participation at the lower NTRP level 
UNLESS their year-end rating reached the clearly above level mark.  If it did, they must 
adjust to that new NTRP level.  If it did not, they may continue at the lower rating for all play 
up to and including sectionals.  The national tournament director has final discretion as to 
whether 2016 year end ratings can be used at the national invitational.  Prior team matches 
played are valid.  
Players who register for a team after final year-end ratings have been published must use 
their year-end rating.   

 
2. New players or players without a valid computer rating: 

 
a. These players must self-rate, using the self-rating process accessible on the TennisLink 

website.   
b. Self-rated players may be disqualified from playing at their registered skill level if their 

dynamic NTRP rating exceeds the level established by the National NTRP Committee (the 
strike level) three times during the championship year. 

 

II. INELIGIBLE PLAYERS 
During the season, anyone not meeting the eligibility requirements listed above is ineligible.  Players 
may not play a match at a level lower than their computer rating.  Any team using an ineligible player 
may forfeit the individual match in which the ineligible player participated. 

 

III. MATCH FORMAT  
 

A. Teams 
Individuals rostered together (including non-playing captains) constitute a team.  A local league 
consists of a minimum of two (2) teams at a specific NTRP level in a specific age group.  Two-team 
leagues must play a minimum of four (4) matches to be eligible to advance to the next level, but 
are encouraged to play five or more matches. An entire forfeited match does not count as a match 
played. 

 

B. Competition Format 
Teams are encouraged to field their players for each team match in order of strength. The team 
winning the majority of individual matches (as shown in the following table) is awarded one team 
point:  

 

DIVISION AGE GROUPS LEAGUE FORMAT NTRP LEVELS 

Mixed 18 & Over 3 doubles 
Combo Levels – 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and 

10.0 

Mixed 40 & Over 3 doubles Combo Levels – 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, and 9.0 

Tri-Level 18 & Over 3 doubles 
Straight Levels: 2 flights: 4.5, 4.0, & 3.5 

or 
4.0, 3.5, and 3.0 

 
TRI- LEVEL:  
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Each match will consist of three doubles matches, one at each level:  
 

For the 4.0-3.5-3.0 and the 4.5-4.0-3.5 flights there will be one (1) court played at each level.  
Lower rated players are permitted to “play up” one court. (For example: a 3.5 may play up to 4.0 or 
a 3.0 player may play up to 3.5).  Players may not play on a court below their rating.  If there is a 
default, players are not required to move up to a higher level court. 
At least one player must be “at level” on each court. In the 4.5-4.0-3.5 league, self-rated players 
are not permitted to play in a regional or sectional championship.   
 

C. Scoring Format 
All matches will be the best 2 out of 3 sets, with a Set Tiebreak (first to 7 by 2) if games reach 6 all 
in sets 1 and 2.  In the event of split sets a Match Tiebreak (first to 10 points by 2) will be played in 
lieu of a 3rd set.  
All Tiebreaks shall use the COMAN Tiebreak Procedure i.e. players switch ends after the first 
point and every four points thereafter. Note: The team serving first in the tiebreak will receive first 
in the subsequent set. 
 

D. Roster Size 

Roster size must meet the following minimum/maximum number of players: 
League Minimum Maximum 

Tri-Level 6 18 

Mixed Doubles (18 & Over and 40 & Over) 6 18 

  
The coordinator (or their designee) for each program may grant an exception to the roster size 
rules for good cause shown. Examples: a player has been disqualified, a player suffers a season-
ending injury, a captain is unable to field a full team without forfeiting a court, etc.      

 

E. Rosters 

In order to facilitate efficient scheduling of local matches, captains must demonstrate that their 
team has met the minimum roster size requirement before the team can be put on the schedule.   
Each team captain is responsible for ensuring that each team member registers through 
TennisLink during the specified registration period, either individually or in batch mode by the 
captain, in order to be listed on the “official” USTA roster.   
 
Once a player has played a match for a team, that player may not be removed from the roster.  
Registered players who have not yet played a match may be administratively moved to a different 
team.  Players who have been dynamically disqualified based on the dynamic national tennis 
rating program (DNTRP) will continue to be displayed on the team roster but noted as ineligible.  
Players who have been disqualified may register on a team at a higher level if there is space 
available. 
 
Players may be added to a team’s official roster at any time during the local league season when 
that team is below the maximum roster size and there are at least two matches remaining to be 
played for that team (excluding playoffs).   
 
In order to participate in a local flight playoff, a player must have played at least one regular 
season match.     

 

F. Requirements for Captains 

Individuals serving as team captains (playing or non-playing captains) must be a current member 
of the USTA through the National League Season end date applicable to the league in which they 
are designated the captain. A person CANNOT serve as a captain for more than one team at any 
level. 
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IV. MATCH PLAY 
 

A. Scheduling Matches 
The number of team matches scheduled for any league or flight level within a league will be 
dependent on the number of teams participating and the court time available.  Leagues may be 
scheduled for a single rotation or multiple rotations at indoor or outdoor facilities or both. 

 

B. Rescheduling Matches 
The coordinator for the league (or their designee) may reschedule an entire team match due to 
weather or other extenuating circumstances.  Matches postponed will be rescheduled at the 
discretion of the coordinator based on court availability.  Matches scheduled for outdoor facilities 
that are rained out MAY be rescheduled on short notice to an indoor facility on the same day at 
either the same time or later in the evening.  Captains should plan accordingly.   
 
The club should be notified 24 hours in advance of the forfeit of any individual court.  Captains 
should also notify their opposing captain as soon as the forfeit is known, and at a minimum that 
contact should be simultaneous with the notification to the facility.   Tri-Level captains must specify 
which court is being forfeited. 
 

C. Determining Local Champion 
The local champion is the team in each league and NTRP level who, in this order: 
 
1. Wins the most team matches. 
2. If there is a tie between two (2) teams in won/loss records, has won the most individual courts. 
3. If two (2) teams are still tied, is the winner of the head-to-head matches. 

In the unlikely event that two (2) teams are still tied, there will be a single playoff match to 
determine the local winner. Participating teams will be responsible for court costs; the league 
will be responsible for balls and officials. 

4. When three (3) or more teams are tied in won/loss records the local winner will be determined 
by the USTA tiebreakers (most individual courts, least sets lost, least games lost). 

 

D. Exchange of Line Ups 

Players on the lineup card should be present prior to the exchange of scorecards.  Captains 
or their designee MUST exchange line-ups simultaneously prior to the beginning of the team 
match (even if all players are not yet present).  Failure to adhere to this timeframe should be 
reported to the applicable  coordinator.  No teammate may be substituted for a player in the lineup 
once the line ups have been exchanged except for injury to, or illness of, a player who is at the 
club and has started his/her warm up prior to the start of the match.  Any teammate who is 
substituted must also have been at the club at the start of the team’s warm up. (Start of the match 
will be defined as ‘when the first service is struck’.)  Defaults must occur from the bottom up – see 
procedures in section VI. 
 
Rained out matches or stoppage of play due to circumstances beyond the control of the players 
should be rescheduled as soon as possible and must be played using the original lineup cards 
exchanged on the originally scheduled date and time for all courts that had ‘started’ play.  
Agreements for rescheduled matches must be submitted in writing by both captains to the 
Local League Coordinator, unless the league coordinator reschedules the match.  

 

E. Balls 
Ball type 1 (indoor – regular duty) or Ball type 2 (outdoors - heavy duty) will be used.  Do not use 
type 3 or titanium.  Balls may be provided by the club or by the home team.  It is the home team 
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captain’s responsibility to ensure that his/her team members walk on the court with a new can of 
balls.  Matches should be completed with original balls. 

 

F. Warm-Up 
The toss of a coin or spin of a racquet should be made before warm-up begins so that the players 
can warm-up on the same end from which they will play their first game.  The player/team who 
wins the toss may choose: 

 
1. to be server or receiver in the first game of the match, in which case the opponent(s) shall select 

which end of the court to start on; OR 
2. the end of the court for the first game of the match, in which case the opponent(s) shall select to be 

server or receiver;   OR 
3. to require their opponent(s) to make one of the above choices. 

 

If play is suspended during the warm-up, the original toss stands but new choices may be made by 
both players/teams. 

 
Warm-up is limited to a maximum of 15 minutes including service practice.  Any player arriving 
late to the court (after the scheduled time of the match but before the default time) will be allowed 
no less than 5 minutes for warm-up.  Time limits should not be abused - it is difficult to complete a 
match in the allotted time when additional time is taken for a warm-up.  
 

 

G. Rotation and Change of Ends 

Players shall change ends of the court after every odd game in the set (1, 3, 5, etc.) and at the 
conclusion of any set which ends in an odd score (6-1, 6-3) and following a tiebreak (7-6).  This 
applies to all indoor and outdoor matches. 

 

H. Continuous Play 

Play should be continuous from the time the match starts (when the first service is struck) until the 
match finishes.  Time limits include: 

1. 20 seconds between points; 
2. 90 seconds on changeovers (after odd games in a set, except following the first game of a 

set); and  
3. 120 seconds on set breaks (conclusion of a set) 

 
Play may be temporarily delayed and players may leave the court for the following reasons: 

1. a bona fide toilet break or change of attire; 
2. for equipment repair which is outside of the player's control (clothing, footwear, glasses, etc.); 
3. to seek assistance or secure an official;  or 
4. an injury time-out (since there is no trainer or medical supplies available on-court; injury time outs 

are limited to 3 minutes unless bleeding occurs) 
 
Unauthorized court vacancies include racquet replacements and water. 
 

I. Matches Not Completed Within Scheduled Time  
NOTE:  Captains should determine court availability for overtime play PRIOR to the beginning of 
the team match. 
 
Courtesy Rule - This rule applies ONLY when there is a USTA match scheduled immediately 
following the match in progress.  When a match is not completed within the scheduled time, 
play may continue for 15 more minutes in order to try to finish the match.  If there is more than one 
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unfinished match, captains shall determine which match will proceed to completion, in cases where 
there are not enough open courts available. 
 
All matches must be completed.  If no one steps on the court at the end of the scheduled two 
hours, play must continue.  If the next team or players come on the court, play stops and a let is 
called.  

 
If another court is available at the same facility immediately, play must continue.  No exceptions.   
 
The coordinator must be notified within 24 hours when a match is not completed on the day it was 
scheduled to be played.  The coordinator must be notified as soon as the match is scheduled for 
completion. If the match is not rescheduled in a timely manner (2 weeks), the coordinator may 
reschedule the match.   
 
Incomplete matches should be rescheduled before the players leave the facility; the match shall be 
completed within TWO WEEKS of the originally scheduled date.  CAPTAINS OR THEIR 
DESIGNEES (may be a player participating in the match) must be present for the completion of the 
match. Play continues exactly at the point of stoppage.   
 

J. Score Sheets 

After the match, either the captain (or their designee) must complete the score sheet for that match 
and sign the bottom of each score sheet.  The winner of each match must be clearly indicated on 
the scorecard.  The captains must retain their original scorecards until the conclusion of the 
Championship season. 

 

K. Reporting Match Results 

Captains’ Responsibility - Both the winning and losing captains are responsible to report and/or 
verify results via TennisLink.  Either captain may report the scores.  Match scores must be reported 
via the TennisLink procedures within 48 hours of the conclusion of the match. The captain who did 
not report the score shall confirm the match scores reported within 48 hours.  TennisLink will 
automatically confirm any reported match after 48 hours.  If the match score is reported incorrectly, 
the captain shall dispute the result and notify the coordinator immediately. 
 
Defaults - The score for any defaulted match should be reported as 6-0, 6-0 for the winning team.  
Player(s) names should be entered for the winning team only.  A default may be considered a 
match played for purposes of determining eligibility to advance to sectional or national 
championships. 

 

1. When a default occurs because of lateness the captain of the team receiving the default 

should mark his/her score sheet. 
2. If play stops because of misconduct (e.g., walking off the court, refusing to play, etc.) the 

captains/acting captains should mark the score sheet, with the score EXACTLY as it was when 

the match was stopped.  For purposes of reporting the score in TennisLink, you will have to 

enter the status of the match as a retirement (see below) rather than a default in order to be 
able to report the score exactly as it was when match play was stopped (if you click “default” in 
TennisLink, the score will revert to 6-0, 6-0). In accordance with TennisLink procedures, the 
score reported for this match must be the WINNERS score i.e. the players receiving the match 
win by “retirement”, even though they may actually have been behind when match play 
stopped. 

 

Forfeit – (See Section V below) - shall be reported in TennisLink as a default (6-0, 6-0).  
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Retirement – When an individual match has started and a player is unable to continue the match, 
due to injury, illness, loss of condition or personal emergency, the opposing team is awarded the 
match win.  For example, at 6-2, 4-3 the team that was ahead retires.  However, the score is 
reported EXACTLY as the match ended (e.g., 2-6, 3-4) and the word “retired” should be written on 
the score sheet in the space indicated immediately below the match.  Be sure that the match 
status is correctly reported as “retirement” when entering the individual match result in TennisLink. 

 

L. Spectators 
Spectators are reminded to keep their voices down and not to interfere with an ongoing match.  
Players, teammates, spectators or coaches who interfere and/or are disruptive at matches are 
considered to have violated the standards of good conduct, fair play and good sportsmanship.  
This includes conduct before, during and after completion of the match and may be subject to 
grievance. 

 

V. FORFEITS 

A. Required Notice 
Forfeits are matches defaulted in advance.  If a captain knows in advance that an individual match 
must be forfeited due to lack of players, he/she must notify the club as soon as possible but AT 
LEAST 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE to avoid payment of court fees.  Teams that fail to provide 
adequate notice will be responsible for court fees if assessed by the host club.  Captains should 
also notify their opposing captain as soon as the forfeit is known, and at a minimum that contact 
should be simultaneous with the notification to the facility.   
   

B. Team Forfeits 

For each team match a majority of the individual matches must be played in order to constitute a 
valid match.  Mixed and Tri-Level teams must have a minimum of four eligible players available 

for play for each team match (2 courts must be played).  
 

VI. DEFAULTS 

A. Time Limits 

There is a 15-minute default rule (inclusive of warm up time) in effect for all local matches. In 
extenuating circumstances the coordinator (or their designee) may extend the default time.  The 
start of the default time will be determined by the time displayed on the club’s lobby clock (indoor 
courts), unless both captains agree otherwise.  For outdoor matches the captains must agree in 
advance on the time keeping mechanism to be used to determine the beginning and end of the 
default period.  Double default will result in loss of that court for each team.  Player(s) who have 
defaulted may play on the available court, but the official score will be 6-0, 6-0 by default.   
  
Except for Tri-Level, defaults must occur from the bottom up.  If a doubles player is missing at the 
end of the warm up, the line-up must be adjusted and that team placed in the 3rd doubles position.   
The 2nd and 3rd doubles teams (as designated on the scorecard exchanged) for the team with the 
missing player will then be moved up one (1) position e.g. if the first doubles team is missing a 
player those players must be placed in third doubles and the 2nd doubles team moved up to first 
and the 3rd doubles team moved up to 2nd. No other changes in either team’s line-up are allowed.   
 

B. Court Costs   
Players who default on a regular or rescheduled match are responsible for the entire cost of the 
court, if no one uses the court.  If other players use the court, those players are responsible for 
payment. 
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Note: Local clubs require 24 hours notice to cancel one court.  Only the Coordinator(s) (or their 
designee) may cancel an entire match, they must be notified a minimum of one week in 
advance. 

 

VII. PLAYING AT LEVEL  
 

A. Mixed Doubles Division 
1. Mixed Doubles Leagues will use combo levels: 6.0, 7.0, 8.0, 9.0 and 10.0.  The total of the 

ratings of the team on each court may not exceed the level for that league. 
2. The combined NTRP rating levels of the partners shall not exceed the team NTRP level.  
3. The ratings of the players on any doubles team may not be further apart than 1-point 

increments.  
 

B. Players Competing at Nationals 
Refer to USTA and Eastern Section League Regulations 

 

VIII. GRIEVANCES OR APPEALS 
 

A. Ratings Appeals 

Players may appeal their ratings electronically on the TennisLink website. Please refer to the 
Eastern Section website for Medical Appeals forms and instructions (see link below under Self-
Rate Grievances).  Following receipt of a notice of disqualification from the Section League 
Coordinator, the player may appeal a dynamic rating but the only basis for consideration of an 
appeal of a disqualification is incorrect or missing data.  Medical appeals and Disqualification 
appeals should be sent to:  Lauren Bull, Section League Coordinator, USTA Eastern, 70 West Red 
Oak Lane, 4th Floor, White Plains, New York, 10604 and a copy should be sent to the Local 
League Coordinator. 

 

B. Self-Rate Grievances 
If a captain or coordinator believes a player is competing at one level or more below their actual 
skill level, a grievance may be filed at the Section level only.  Players with a valid computer rating 
or those granted an automatic appeal of a computer rating are not subject to an NTRP Grievance.  
See NTRP Grievance Protocol at: http://www.eastern.usta.com/For-
Players/20017_USTA_Adult_Senior_Leagues__Regulations/ 

 

C. Grievances Other Than Ratings  

1. Informal notification should be made within 24 hours of the incident or dispute by the     captain 
to their League Coordinator.  A potential grievant is encouraged to resolve the grievance 
informally before filing a formal grievance. 

2. Formal grievances, other than rating grievances, must be emailed to the League Coordinator 
within 3 days of the incident or dispute.  

3. For a grievance to be valid, it must state the specific rule or rules within the Local Rules, USTA 
Regulations or standards of good conduct, fair play and good sportsmanship that have been 
violated.   

4. The League Coordinator shall forward the grievance to the opposing captain, who shall have 3 
days to respond. The League Coordinator shall forward the grievance and response to the 
Chair of the Grievance Committee.  The Local Grievance Committee shall review the grievance 
and make a determination in accordance with its procedures.  The decision shall be forwarded 
to the League Coordinator, the captains involved and the Eastern Section League Coordinator, 
Lauren Bull (Bull@eastern.usta.com). 

 

http://www.eastern.usta.com/For-Players/20017_USTA_Adult_Senior_Leagues__Regulations/
http://www.eastern.usta.com/For-Players/20017_USTA_Adult_Senior_Leagues__Regulations/
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Appeals after the grievance decision may be made to Regional Appeals Committee within the time 
period and in the manner specified in the decision.   

  

IX. DISPUTES DURING PLAY AND USE OF OFFICIALS 

A. Disputes 
Players should exercise the following options in handling on-court disputes: 

 
1. politely approach the net, identifying the action or behavior in question; 
2. if necessary, refer to any rule resources brought on court; 
3. if unable to resolve the dispute, players may leave the court for the purpose of requesting    

assistance from captains, league representatives, officials, or agreed upon 3rd parties; and/or 
4. if an agreement on how to proceed cannot be reached, players may suspend play until 

assistance is available, even if that means rescheduling the completion of the match. 
 

NOTE:  Only officials have the authority to overrule calls. 
If a dispute results in suspension of play the League Coordinator will determine the location, date 
and time for match completion. 
 

B. Use of Officials 

If a captain/team feels that conditions warrant the use of an official at an upcoming match, the 
captain must notify the League Coordinator at least one week in advance of the match, stating 
specific reasons for the request.  The League Coordinator will notify the captain of the opposing 
team.  If the League Coordinator determines that the request is to be granted, all efforts will be 
made to secure an official to serve in an on-site capacity.  Any cost will be borne by the team 
requesting the official. 
 
The "continuation of a disputed match" will be assigned an on-court official, with any cost being 
shared by both teams.  The term official is defined as a qualified league representative or a 
certified official. 
 

X. RULE CHANGES 
These rules are subject to annual review by the Northern Region Rules Committee and periodic 
review by the Eastern Section Adult League Committee.  

 
 

Contact Information: 
Vicky Madonna, vmadonna@eastern.usta.com, 914.719.5091 

mailto:vmadonna@eastern.usta.com

